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Abstract

In transported probability density function (PDF) methods, the PDF transport equations are most often solved with
realization based techniques using particles. In this paper, a consistent treatment of particle in- and outflow boundary con-
ditions for transported PDF methods is devised. It is shown that the presented approach is simple and, most important,
consistent with the underlying Eulerian PDF transport equation. This is not the case for other boundary condition imple-
mentations discussed in the literature, especially if the fluctuating particle velocities are high compared with the averaged
ones.
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1. Introduction

Although the dynamics of turbulent flows can exactly be described by the Navier–Stokes equations, slight
variations of the boundary or initial conditions are amplified by turbulence, leading to different flow fields.
Therefore, flow properties can be considered as random variables. Perhaps the most rigorous approach in that
sense are transported probability density function (PDF) methods. Aside from their strong adoption of the
randomness concept, PDF methods have properties, which make them very attractive for the application
to turbulent flows [1]. In contrast to other approaches such as Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes or large-eddy
simulation, all convective transport terms are closed. Moreover, important for turbulent reactive flow simu-
lations [2], the highly non-linear reaction source term appears in closed form, which leads to less assumptions
and uncertainties. In most PDF methods for turbulent combustion, only single point PDF’s are considered.
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Therefore, conditional averages of spatial derivatives need to be modeled. For example, molecular diffusion in
the joint velocity–composition or the joint composition PDF transport equation has to be closed by a mixing
model [3]. However, in the PDF modeling framework, such closure problems can be addressed from an Eule-
rian or a Lagrangian viewpoint. The PDF transport equation is formulated in an Eulerian reference system
[4,5], but is solved with Lagrangian methods using particles whose evolution is described by stochastic differ-
ential equations (SDE). A relation between the SDE’s and the Eulerian PDF transport equation is given
through the Lagrangian PDF transport equation, which is equivalent to the SDE’s [6]. Mass conservation,
which plays a role in connecting the Lagrangian and the Eulerian PDF transport equations, leads to a con-
dition for the marginal particle position PDF. Implications of this condition for the Eulerian PDF transport
equation are discussed in [7]. Apart from the particle transport scheme, which is relevant inside the computa-
tional domain, the consistency condition should be honored by appropriate in- and outflow boundary condi-
tions. Unfortunately, whether in the contributions by Pope and co-workers [8–11] nor in the publications by
Lindstedt and co-workers [12,13], the authors could find any details about the particle treatment at boundaries
in joint velocity–composition PDF algorithms. In Welton and Pope [14], however, where a joint velocity PDF
method is combined with smooth particle hydrodynamics, the use of particle buffer layers at in- and outflow
boundaries is described. For joint composition PDF methods, Fox presents in Chapter 7.3.3 of [5] an imple-
mentation of in- and outflow boundary conditions. Other work summarized by Gardiner [15] or the more spe-
cific paper by Valiño and Hierro [16] provide a theoretical perspective on boundary conditions in PDF
methods; details about the implementation involving particles, however, are not provided. Even though such
implementations are hardly discussed in the literature, the subject is not trivial: for example, it will be shown
that in general the approaches by Welton and Pope, and Fox do not honor the consistency condition men-
tioned above and may lead to inaccurate results in the vicinity of in- or outflow boundaries. Mass conservation
correction algorithms, as developed by Rembold and Jenny [17], Zhang and Haworth [18] or Muradoglu et al.
[19], may hide mass conservation inconsistencies. In this paper, a consistent approach will be presented, where
moving, reflecting walls are used at in- and outflow boundaries. A slightly different concept was applied by
Werder et al. [20] for molecular dynamics simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the link between the Eulerian and Lagrangian PDF trans-
port equations is outlined and the previously mentioned consistency condition is highlighted. To keep the
notation in this section as simple as possible, we focus mainly on constant density flows. In Section 3, an
implementation of in- and outflow boundary conditions, which fulfills the consistency condition, is devised
and compared with the ones outlined by Welton and Pope [14], and Fox [5]. Numerical investigations, focus-
ing on boundary condition effects, are presented in Section 4 and concluding remarks are made in Section 5.

2. Consistency with mass conservation

Based on the momentum and composition conservation equations, a transport equation for the joint veloc-
ity–composition PDF f ðV;w; x; tÞ can be derived [6 (Appendix H),4 (Section 3.5),5 (Chapter 6.2)]. Here, V is
the sample space vector of the velocity field Uðx; tÞ, w the sample space vector of the composition field /ðx; tÞ,
x the position in physical space and t is the time. f ðV;w; x; tÞ is called an Eulerian PDF, since it is given at
specific positions x. Since f ðV;w; x; tÞ depends on a large number of variables, standard techniques (e.g.,
finite-volume methods) are inappropriate. Most often, particles are used to solve such PDF transport equa-
tions. Therefore, a Lagrangian viewpoint is adopted, where Xþðt;Xþ0 Þ denotes the position of a fluid particle
at time t that originates from Xþ0 at time t0. The fluid particle velocity Uþðt;Xþ0 Þ ¼ UðXþðt;Xþ0 Þ; tÞ is equal to
the derivative of Xþ in time. The corresponding Lagrangian probability density function fLðV;w; x; tjx0Þ is the
fluid particle joint velocity–composition–position PDF. Here, V, w, x and x0 are the sample space variables of
Uþ, /þ, Xþ and Xþ0 , respectively. Based on so-called fine-grained PDF’s and mass conservation, Pope derived
the relation
Z

fLðV;w; x; tjx0Þdx0 ¼ f ðV;w; x; tÞ ð1Þ
(Eq. (12.80) in [6]), which connects the Eulerian with the Lagrangian PDF. There and from now on, the inte-
gral operator indicates integration over the whole corresponding space. Moreover, mass conservation leads to
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a consistency condition for the position PDF f ðx; tjx0Þ: integration of the fine-grained position PDF
f 0ðx; tjx0Þ ¼ dðXþðt; x0Þ � xÞ, expressed as a d-function, leads to
1 Oft
Z
f 0ðx; tjx0Þdx0 ¼

Z
dðXþðt; x0Þ � xÞdx0 ¼

Z
dðXþðt; x0Þ � xÞdXþ ¼ 1: ð2Þ
The second integral could be replaced by an integral over the particle positions Xþ, since
dx0½ðoXþÞ=ðox0Þ� ¼ dXþ (Eq. (2.29) in [6]). Here, the factor connecting dx0 and dXþ is the determinant of
the Jacobian, which is unity for constant density flows. With Eq. (2) and the well-known relation
f ðx; tjx0Þ ¼ hf 0ðx; tjx0Þi between PDF and fine-grained PDF (similar to Eq. (H.4) in [6]), one obtains
Z

f ðx; tjx0Þdx0 ¼ 1: ð3Þ
Rewriting this integral using Bayes theorem and setting f ðx; t0Þ ¼ f ðx0Þ ¼ 1=V, which corresponds to a uni-
form initial particle position PDF, leads to
Z

f ðx; tjx0Þdx0 ¼
Z

f ðx; x0; tÞ
f ðx0Þ

dx0 ¼ V

Z
f ðx; x0; tÞdx0 ¼ Vf ðx; tÞ; ð4Þ
where V is the volume of the flow domain considered. Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) results in
f ðx; tÞ ¼ 1=V ð5Þ

and therefore, mass conservation used for the derivation of Eq. (1) implies that a uniform particle position
PDF remains uniform in time. Note that this consistency condition holds whether joint velocity–composition
or joint composition PDF methods are considered. A corresponding condition for low Mach number com-
pressible flows is given by Eq. (3.82) of [4], relating the position PDF to the average mass density. In Chapter
6.7.3 of [5], Fox developed condition (5) using the Lagrangian PDF transport equation: multiplying it with
f ðx0Þ and integrating over the whole x0–V-space results in
of ðx; tÞ
ot

þ o

oxi
½hUijxif ðx; tÞ� ¼ 0: ð6Þ
This can be obtained from Eq. (4.31) in [4] as well for low Mach number compressible flow. Therefore, if
f ðx; t0Þ ¼ 1=V and if the divergence of the conditional expectation hUijxi is zero, f ðx; tÞ remains constant
for t > t0. A different, third derivation of condition (5) is given in Chapter 12.6.2 of [6].

After having highlighted the connection between mass conservation and the particle distribution, we turn
now to the motion of particles in sample space. Analogous to the connection between the Fokker–Planck and
the Langevin equation [15], the stochastic differential equations (SDE)
dX �i ¼ U �i dt ¼ ðhU ijX�i þ u�i Þdt ð7Þ

and
dU �i ¼ �
1

q
ohpi
oxi

� �
X�

dt � 1

2
þ 3

4
C0

� �
eðX�Þ
kðX�Þ ðU

�
i � hU ijX�iÞdt þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0eðX�Þ

p
dW iðtÞ ð8Þ
result from the Lagrangian PDF transport equation. Note that in the first equation the Reynolds decompo-
sition was used and the second equation includes the simplified Langevin model (SLM) as a possible closure of
the PDF transport equation [21]. There, p is the pressure, C0 a model constant, e the dissipation rate of the
turbulent kinetic energy k and dW iðtÞ a Wiener process. The superscript * is used to point out that we no long-
er deal with fluid but now with model particles.1 Eqs. (7) and (8) are evolution equations typically solved in
joint velocity PDF methods for an ensemble of particles.

If the Lagrangian PDF transport equation is averaged over velocity sample space, one obtains the SDE
dX �i ¼ hUij/�;X�idt ¼ ðhU ijX�i þ huij/�;X�iÞdt ð9Þ
en also called stochastic or notional particles.
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in the context of transported joint composition PDF methods. Like in Eq. (7), a deterministic and a random
term are present. A model for the unclosed random term in Eq. (9), involving a Wiener process, is presented in
Eq. (7.27) of [5].

Now, a large number of model particles can be transported numerically according to Eqs. (7) and (8), or
(9). The model particles are uniformly distributed in physical space at initial time t0 and in order to honor
condition (5) they have to remain uniformly distributed for t > t0. From the ensemble of model particles, sta-
tistical quantities such as h/jxi or h/auijxi2 can be estimated for each position x and time t. More information
about estimating statistical moments is given in Chapter 12.6.3 of [6], Chapters 7.3.4 and 7.4.4 of [5], or Sec-
tion 6.7 of [4]. For compressible flows, instead of a PDF transport equation, a similar equation for the mass
density function (MDF) F ðV;w; x; tÞ � qðwÞf ðV;w; x; tÞ is solved [4]. Moreover, in addition to velocity, com-
position and position, each particle represents a mass Dm. After highlighting the role of the position PDF
f ðx; tÞ, we now turn to the consistent implementation of particle in- and outflow boundary conditions.

3. Particle in- and outflow boundary conditions

Although mainly constant density flow was considered in the previous section, the following considerations
are also valid for variable density. The purpose of particle in- and outflow boundary conditions is to supply or
remove particles at open domain boundaries. This should be performed at rates, which are consistent with
condition (5) or Eq. (3.82) of [4] for low Mach number compressible flows. Otherwise, mass conservation is
violated leading to errors in the particle position PDF f ðx; tÞ as shown in Section 2 (Eq. (6)). For illustration
purposes, a one-dimensional, time independent configuration with f ðV ; x; tÞ ¼ f ðV ; xÞ is considered.

3.1. Outflow boundary condition

At an outflow boundary (x ¼ xb), the mean velocity hU jxbi points out of the flow domain. It can be deter-
mined by
2 No
hU jxbi ¼
Z 1

�1
Vf ðV ; xbÞdV ¼

Z 0

�1
Vf ðV ; xbÞdV þ

Z 1

0

Vf ðV ; xbÞdV ; ð10Þ
or in a particle method by sampling all model particles that cross the boundary. Here, f ðV ; xbÞ is the Eulerian
velocity PDF and in the second step, the integration was decomposed into the contributions by in- and out-
flowing particles represented by the first and second terms, respectively (for hU jxbi > 0). In Chapter 7.3.3 of
[5], Fox mentions that the out going particles can simply be eliminated. In Eq. (10), this would correspond to
eliminating the first integral. Since this integral is negative (V 2 ð�1; 0�), the resulting mean velocity becomes
too high. Moreover, this leads to a loss of mass in the vicinity of the boundary and to incorrect statistics, e.g.,
huujxbi. Although the error remains small if hU jxbi is much larger than the root mean square (rms) velocity u0

of U*, it becomes prominent for small values of hU jxbi. Therefore, we refer to this approach as ‘convection
dominated outflow boundary condition’.

For hU jxbi ! 0, the outflow boundary can be replaced by a symmetry or slip-wall boundary, which can be
implemented by reflecting the particles at the boundary. In that case, Eq. (10) can be written as
hU jxbi ¼
Z 1

0

ð�V Þf ðV ; xbÞdV þ
Z 1

0

Vf ðV ; xbÞdV ¼ 0: ð11Þ
The frequency interpretation of Eq. (11) for N particles crossing the boundary from inside the domain is
hU jxbi2N ¼
1

2N

XN

n¼1

ð�U �ðnÞÞ þ
XN

n¼1

U �ðnÞ
 !

¼ 0; ð12Þ
where the first and second sums correspond to the reflected (inflowing) and outflowing particles, respectively.
For hU jxbi > 0, an appropriate outflow boundary implementation, which is not restricted to high hU jxbi, is
te that h/jxi ¼ h/iðxÞ and h/auijxi ¼ h/auiiðxÞ.
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based on a reflecting wall moving with the velocity hU jxbi. Note that in the moving reference frame, the veloc-
ity of particle n is W �ðnÞ ¼ U �ðnÞ � hU jxbi. Replacing U �ðnÞ in Eq. (12) by W �ðnÞ and adding hU jxbi leads to the
corresponding equation for the moving, reflecting wall in the stationary reference frame
Fig. 1.
wall.
hU jxbi ¼
1

2N

XN

n¼1

ð�W �ðnÞÞ þ 2NhU jxbi þ
XN

n¼1

W �ðnÞ

 !

¼ 1

2N

XN

n¼1

ð�U �ðnÞ þ 2hU jxbiÞ þ
XN

n¼1

U �ðnÞ
 !

: ð13Þ
In the second step U �ðnÞ � hU jxbi was substituted for W �ðnÞ. The first sum on the second line of Eq. (13) rep-
resents the reflected particles. If this moving wall is located at x ¼ x0 ¼ xb � hU jxbiDt at t ¼ t0 it will be at
x ¼ xb after the time interval Dt. To make sure that the velocity of the moving wall is consistent with the mean
flow velocity, we require that hU jxi ¼ hU jxbi in the interval x 2 ½x0; xb�. Higher order methods, where hU jxi is
varying within ½x0; xb�, are conceivable. More details for a linearly varying mean velocity are given in the
Appendix. A particle trajectory in the vicinity of such a moving-wall outflow boundary is sketched in
Fig. 1. This outflow boundary concept results in an average particle flow with velocity hU jxbi across the
boundary honoring the consistency condition discussed in Section 2. The influence on hU jxbi by the particles
behind the moving wall (at x > x0 for t ¼ t0) is represented in Eq. (13) by the reflected particles in front of the
wall (at x < x0 for t ¼ t0). Therefore, the particles behind the wall can be eliminated at t0. The particles that
moved out of the domain during the time interval Dt are reflected back into the domain according to
X �ðnÞ ! xb � ðX �ðnÞ � xbÞ;
U �ðnÞ ! hU jxbi � ðU �ðnÞ � hU jxbiÞ:

ð14Þ
Although the previous derivations were made for hU jxbi > 0, the mapping (14) also applies for outflow bound-
aries with hU jxbi < 0. Moreover, the presented approach can be employed for time dependent problems, pro-
vided the time step Dt is small enough.

3.2. Inflow boundary condition

3.2.1. Moving-wall inflow boundary condition

Analogously, the concept outlined in the previous section is applicable for inflow boundary conditions.
Here, the mean velocity hU jxbi is specified at the inflow boundary ðx ¼ xbÞ and is pointing into the flow
domain as sketched in Fig. 2 for hU jxbi > 0. Other than at outflow boundaries, new particles have to be sup-
plied at t ¼ t0 within the interval ½x0; xb�. Hereby, it is important that the particle density is consistent with the
one specified at the inflow. Moreover, the statistics of other particle properties (e.g., of U* and /�) have to be
in agreement with the specified joint PDF. As sketched in Fig. 2, particles crossing the moving wall during the
time interval Dt are reflected back into the flow domain according to the same mapping (14) as for the outflow
boundaries.
Particle reflection at moving-wall outflow boundary. The shaded area represents the flow domain and the thick line the moving



Fig. 2. Particle reflection at moving-wall inflow boundary. The shaded area represents the flow domain and the thick line the moving wall.
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3.2.2. Convection dominated inflow boundary condition

In Chapter 7.3.3 of [5], Fox describes a different inflow boundary condition implementation for joint com-
position PDF methods: during the time interval Dt, M new particles with indices n 2 ½1;M � are fed into the
domain, where M is chosen such that mass conservation is fulfilled. As in the case of slip-wall boundary con-
ditions, the N particles with indices n 2 ½M þ 1;M þ N � that would have scattered outside the domain, are
reflected back into the domain. If we apply this formulation in the joint velocity–composition or joint velocity
PDF context, the mean velocity at the boundary becomes
1

2N þM

XM

n¼1

U �ðnÞ þ
XMþN

n¼Mþ1

U �ðnÞ þ
XMþN

n¼Mþ1

ð�U �ðnÞÞ
 !

¼ M
2N þM

hU jxbiM : ð15Þ
Note that the correct mean velocity hU jxbi is honored only if M or N are zero, which corresponds to
hUi=u0 ¼ 0 or u0=hUi ¼ 0, respectively.

In joint composition PDF methods, the particles are transported as given by Eq. (9) or in a more compact
form dX � ¼ ðhU jX �i þ u�/Þdt, where hu�/i � 0. Here, no particle boundary condition for the velocity is
required. Therefore, we have similarly to Eq. (15) for the average velocity at the boundary
1

2N þM

XM

n¼1

hU jxbi þ u�ðnÞ/

� �
þ
XMþN

n¼Mþ1

hU jxbi þ u�ðnÞ/

� �
þ
XMþN

n¼Mþ1

hU jxbi � u�ðnÞ/

� � !
� hU jxbi: ð16Þ
This is equivalent to what we obtain from the moving-wall boundary in the joint composition PDF context.

3.2.3. Reassigning particle velocities
Regarding mass conservation, the inflow boundary implementation presented in Section 3.2.1 is consis-

tent. However, in joint velocity–composition PDF methods, where the marginal velocity PDF f ðV ; x; tÞ
shows spatial variation in the vicinity of the boundary, it may be necessary to enforce the prescribed
PDF there. This can be achieved by reassigning velocities to the reflected particles such that the statistics
are consistent with f ðV ; xb; tÞ. Note: like at an outflow boundary, the reflected particles represent the par-
ticles, which were located behind the moving wall. With a spatially independent density and velocity PDF at
x < xb, the probability that a particle with position x < x0 at time t0 crosses the moving wall during the time
interval Dt with the velocity V is
fbðV jxÞ ¼
bf ðV ; xbÞ if ½ðV � hU jxbiÞDt > x0 � x ^ x < x0�;
0 else;

�
ð17Þ
where b is a normalization constant. Note that the condition ½ðV � hU jxbiÞDt > x0 � x ^ x < x0� implies
V > hU jxbi. Then, using Bayes theorem, the velocity PDF of particles that cross the boundary within Dt
and starting from any x < x0 is given by
fbðV Þ ¼
R x0

�1 fbðV jxÞf ðxÞdx if V > hU jxbi;
0 else:

�
ð18Þ
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Since for x < x0 and constant density, f(x) is uniform (condition (5)), the integral can be simplified as
Fig. 3.
experim
Z x0

�1
fbðV jxÞf ðxÞdx /

Z x0

�1
fbðV jxÞdx /

Z x0

x0�vDt
f ðV ; xbÞdx / vf ðV ; xbÞ; ð19Þ
where in the second step the substitution v ¼ V � hU jxbi was used. With the normalization condition for
PDF’s, i.e.,
Z 1

�1
fbðV ÞdV ¼ 1; ð20Þ
the PDF fbðV Þ of the reflected particle velocities is fully determined. For a Gaussian PDF f ðV ; xbÞ with stan-
dard deviation u 0 we finally obtain
fbðvþ hU jxbiÞ ¼
v
ðu0Þ2 exp � v2

2ðu0Þ2

� �
if v > 0;

0 else:

(
ð21Þ
Due to the discrete particle distribution and the wall motion, this is not a Gaussian PDF: for hU jxbi ¼ 1
and u0 ¼ 0:5, the PDF fbðV Þ is plotted in Fig. 3. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the
PDF (21) is
F bðvþ hU jxbiÞ ¼
1� exp � v2

2ðu0Þ2

� �
if v > 0;

0 else:

(
ð22Þ
This CDF can be inverted and consequently samples with a consistent PDF generated by
U �ðnÞr ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

u0
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
� lnð1� nÞ

p
þ hU jxbi; ð23Þ
where n 2 ½0; 1� is a uniformly distributed random number. The mapping, as for the pure reflection (14), is
then
X �ðnÞ ! xb �
U �ðnÞr � hU jxbi
hU jxbi � U �ðnÞ

ðX �ðnÞ � xbÞ;

U �ðnÞ ! U �ðnÞr :

ð24Þ
First, the particle position is updated (upper line) and second, the velocity is reassigned (lower line). The
expressions (23) and (24) are given for a positive inflow velocity hU jxbi.
0 1 2 3 4
0
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V
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)

PDF of the reflected particle velocity fbðV Þ for hU jxbi ¼ 1 m=s and u0 ¼ 0:5 m=s. Line: Eq. (21); symbols: histogram of numerical
ent with approximately one million samples.
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3.3. Particle buffer-layer boundary conditions

Another straightforward approach for the treatment of particles at boundaries is to use particle buffer-lay-
ers as outlined in [14]. In connection with smooth particle hydrodynamics, this approach has the advantage
that statistics can be estimated near the boundaries in the same way as inside the domain. However, similar
problems as for the convection dominated outflow boundary condition occur at both in- and outflow. No mat-
ter how small the time step or how large the size of the layer is chosen, there is always a tendency that high
velocity particles, which scattered out of the domain, cannot be fully compensated by incoming particles,
because the buffer-layer has only a limited thickness.

4. Numerical validation

In the previous section, it was demonstrated that the consistent treatment of the boundary-surface-normal
position and velocity components is essential for mass conservation. Therefore, one-dimensional configura-
tions with variable turbulence intensity u0=hUi are ideal to reveal weaknesses of the different boundary con-
dition implementations. In the first test case, convected stationary homogeneous turbulence (CSHT) is
simulated. Here, by varying the mean flow velocity, the influence of the turbulence intensity at the boundaries
can be investigated. The second case is similar to decaying grid turbulence (DGT), involving turbulence inten-
sity gradients at in- and outflow boundaries. At the inflow, however, much higher turbulence intensities were
used, compared to wind-tunnel experiments [22]. Even though the selected test cases are physically very sim-
ple, they reveal flaws of the boundary condition implementations very transparently with almost no other
interfering effects.

The buffer-layer boundaries are not validated here, since the performance depends, as mentioned in Section
3.3, strongly on the time-step size and layer thickness, and therefore results cannot be fully conclusive.
4.1. Numerical methods

A one-dimensional joint velocity–frequency PDF solution algorithm was implemented for the simula-
tion of incompressible DGT. This is one of the simplest and most fundamental turbulent flows, which
has been studied extensively in wind-tunnel experiments [22]. Typically, turbulence is generated by a grid.
In a frame of reference moving with the mean flow velocity, the turbulence can approximately be regarded
as decaying homogeneous turbulence (sufficiently far away from the grid). Only in the mean flow direction
variations of statistical moments have to be considered. We choose the coordinate system such that
hU 1i ¼ hUi is the only non-zero mean velocity component, which is constant in time and space (for
incompressible, one-dimensional flow). Moreover, we assume that the velocity statistics are isotropic
and Gaussian at the inflow boundary. With these assumptions, the particle evolution Eqs. (7) and (8)
can be simplified to
dX � ¼ ðhUi þ u�Þdt ð25Þ
and
du� ¼ � 1

2
þ 3

4
C0

� �
eðX �Þ
kðX �Þ u

� dt þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0eðX �Þ

p
dW ðtÞ; ð26Þ
respectively. Here, the mean pressure gradient was neglected. For example, on p. 57 of [23], Anand and
Pope argue that the mean pressure gradient term in the Eulerian PDF transport equation is small for
decaying grid turbulence and can be neglected. The turbulent kinetic energy kðxÞ ¼ 3

2
hu2jxi can be evaluated

from the particle statistics, but the dissipation rate e requires further closure. By considering the so-called
instantaneous dissipation rate e0ðx; tÞ, proposed by Pope and Chen [24], Jayesh and Pope [25] formulated a
model for the turbulence frequency x, where x ¼ e0=k is the instantaneous turbulence frequency. By def-
inition, x is non-negative and different for each individual model particle. The model SDE they proposed
reads
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dx� ¼ �ðx� � hxjX �iÞ dt
T xðX �Þ

� hxjX �ix�Sx þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2r2hxjX �ix�

T xðX �Þ

s
dW ðtÞ; ð27Þ
where T xðxÞ�1 ¼ C3hxjxi is a timescale involving a model constant C3. Another model constant is the normal-
ized variance r2 of x�. In our case with ohU ii=oxj ¼ 0, the source term simplifies to Sx ¼ Cx2, where Cx2 is a
further model constant. In equilibrium, the PDF f ðhÞ of x�, modeled according to the SDE (27) (with
Cx2 ¼ 0), follows a gamma-distribution. Here, h is the sample space variable of x�. Replacing the average dis-
sipation rate e ¼ he0i in Eq. (26) by hxik leads to
du� ¼ � 1

2
þ 3

4
C0

� �
hxjX �iu� dt þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C0hxjX �ikðX �Þ

p
dW ðtÞ: ð28Þ
More details about the gamma-distribution model are given in [6].
Here, for numerical time integration of the model-particle transport Eq. (25), a forward Euler scheme is

employed. To integrate the model-particle turbulence frequency Eq. (27) and the velocity evolution Eq.
(28), the semi-implicit Milstein algorithm, outlined in [15] (Eqs. (10.4.16) and (10.4.17)), is applied. This algo-
rithm has favorable stability properties and only in very rare cases, it leads to negative turbulence frequencies.
Then x�ðt þ dtÞ is reinitialized by a sample from a gamma-distribution with hxjX �ðtÞi and normalized vari-
ance r2. At the domain inflow boundary, random number generators were used [26], providing Gaussian ran-
dom numbers for the particle velocity and gamma-distributed random numbers for the turbulence frequency.
To estimate particle statistics at the particle positions (e.g., kðX �Þ and hxjX �i), a particle-mesh method involv-
ing the linear kernel function (see Fig. 4)
Kðr; hÞ ¼ 1� jrjh if jrj 6 h;

0 else;

(
ð29Þ
is used. On a one-dimensional grid with an equidistant spacing h, the average of a particle property Q* can be
estimated at the grid node x(i) as
hQjxðiÞiN ;h ¼
PN

n¼1KðxðiÞ � X �ðnÞ; hÞQ�ðnÞPN
n¼1KðxðiÞ � X �ðnÞ; hÞ

; ð30Þ
where N is the number of model particles in the flow domain. Note that Q* can be any function of particle
properties, e.g., ðu�Þ2. Finally, the average hQjX �i at the particle location X* can be approximated by linear
interpolation between grid nodes.

4.2. Validation of the PDF algorithm

Before we focus on the validation of the boundary condition implementations, it shall be shown that the
one-dimensional PDF algorithm outlined above leads to a correct decay of k in DGT. Therefore, DGT
was simulated and compared with the experimental case ‘biplane, square-rod; M = 2.54 cm’ listed in Table
3 of [22]. In this work, Comte-Bellot and Corrsin showed that the energies of the longitudinal and transversal
fluctuating velocity components decay with identical parameters leading to the power law
Fig. 4. Conceptual sketch of particle-mesh method with linear kernel function.
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Fig. 5. Decay of huujxi as a function of the downstream position x in DGT. Solid line: power law with n ¼ 1:3; dashed line: experiment of
Comte-Bellot [22]; dots: numerical simulation.
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k

hUi2
¼ 3

2

1

A
x� xo

M

� ��n
ð31Þ
for the turbulent kinetic energy. Here, A is a proportionality constant, xo
3 a virtual origin on the downstream

x-axis, M a grid lengthscale, and n the decay exponent. In the experiment by Comte-Bellot and Corrsin con-
sidered, these values are hUi ¼ 10 m=s, xo ¼ 0:1016 m and n was varying between 1.28 and 1.29 but n ¼ 1:3 is
consistent with nearly all DGT data in the literature [6]. From Fig. 12 in [22] the inflow condition
u0 ¼ 0:442 m=s at x ¼ 1 m can be extracted. In a reference frame moving with x ¼ hUit we approximately have
dk=dt ¼ �e consistent with decaying homogeneous turbulence. Dividing this equation by k and combining it
with Eq. (31) is giving
hxjxi ¼ n
hUi

x� xo

: ð32Þ
With this expression we obtain hxjxi ¼ 14:47 s�1 as initial condition at x ¼ 1 m. For the PDF simulation,
10,000 particles for a domain of 10 m in length were used and to estimate statistical moments an equidistant
grid with 100 cells (101 nodes) was employed. Time integration was performed with a time-step size
Dt ¼ 0:001 s. For the model parameter C0 in the SLM (28), the standard value C0 ¼ 2:1 was employed and
for the x-model, C3 ¼ 1, r2 ¼ 4 and Cx2 ¼ 0:77 [6] were used. With these choices, the time-averaged result
depicted in Fig. 5 is obtained. As expected, this solution is in very good agreement with the decay exponent
n ¼ 1:3. Due to the relatively small ratio u0=hUi � 0:04, the result is insensitive with respect to the boundary
condition implementation.

4.3. Homogeneous test case

Aside from its non-convected counterpart, convected stationary homogeneous turbulence (CSHT) is the
most simple turbulent flow. Since in the whole domain the turbulence intensity u0=hUi is the same as the
one prescribed at the inflow boundary, it is a good configuration to test the boundary condition implementa-
tions. To obtain stationarity, Cx2 was set to zero and the 1

2
in Eq. (28) was omitted (p. 36 of [21]). In the sim-

ulations performed, aside from these modifications the same model parameters as in Section 4.2 were used.
The turbulence intensity was varied between 50 and 0.125 with u0 ¼ 0:5 m=s and hUi ¼ 0:01; 0:05; 0:1;
0:25; 0:5; 1; 1:�3; 2; 4 m=s. The mean turbulence frequency hxi was set to 2 s�1 and the time-step size to
Dt ¼ 0:001 s. The domain of 1 m in length was divided into 100 cells and 10,000 particles were used. Simula-
t to be confused with the initial position x0 of moving walls.
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tion results based on the convection dominated and moving-wall boundary condition implementations are
presented in Figs. 6 and 7. Note that time averaging was employed in order to reduce the statistical error.
Fig. 7 depicts the difference between the average velocity estimated from the particles and the one prescribed
at the inflow boundary. First, the performance of the convection dominated implementations is discussed. As
expected from the discussion of Eq. (15), the deviation of the average velocity at the inflow boundary is small-
est for small and big turbulence intensities. At the outflow, however, it becomes larger for increasing turbu-
lence intensities as discussed in Section 3.1. Of course, erroneous average velocities are connected with non-
uniform particle position PDF’s f(x) as implied by Eq. (6) and shown in Fig. 6. Consequently, f(x) is closest
to uniform for small turbulence intensities u0=hUi. The results based on the moving-wall implementation are
independent of u0=hUi, i.e., the particles are uniformly distributed within the domain and the expected particle
velocity is equal to the specified one everywhere.

To verify the velocity PDF of the reflected particles (Eq. (21)), which was derived in Section 3.2.3, an addi-
tional simulation with moving-wall boundary conditions was performed. Here, the particle velocities at the
inflow were not reassigned as described in connection with the mapping (24), but only reflected according
a
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Fig. 6. Particle position PDF in CSHT simulations for different u0=hUi with u0 ¼ 0:5 m=s. Lines: convection dominated boundaries; dots:
moving-wall boundaries. The arrows indicate decreasing hUi: (a) hUi ¼ 4; 2; 1:�3; 1 m=s; (b) hUi ¼ 0:5; 0:25; 0:1; 0:05; 0:01 m=s.
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to expression (14). (In the homogeneous case considered, reassigning and pure reflection lead to the same sim-
ulation results.) The reflected particle velocities at the inflow boundary were sampled over time and in Fig. 3
the resulting histogram is compared with the theoretical PDF (21). It can be seen that theory and numerical
experiment are in exact agreement.

4.4. Inhomogeneous test case

The performance of the moving-wall boundary condition implementation was tested for inhomogeneous
turbulence. Convected decaying turbulence (CDT) with high turbulence intensity at the inflow boundary
was simulated, where the same parameters as in the CSHT case discussed in Section 4.3 with hUi ¼ 1 m=s were
used. Other than in the CSHT case, the 1

2
in the drift term of Eq. (28) was not omitted and Cx2 ¼ 0:77 was

used. The simulation results based on the different boundary condition implementations are summarized in
Figs. 8 and 9. Like in the homogeneous case, the moving-wall boundaries provide far more consistent results.
The particle position PDF (Fig. 8) is nearly uniform compared to the convection dominated approach, where
the particles accumulate at the inflow. Consequently, the decay of huujxi is different (Fig. 9). The small error in
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Fig. 8. Particle position PDF in CDT simulations for different boundary condition implementations. Solid line: moving wall; dashed line:
convection dominated boundaries.
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moving wall; dashed line: convection dominated boundaries.
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the particle position PDF near x = 0 of the simulation with moving wall might be further reduced, if the
strong inhomogeneity of the velocity statistics near the boundary are taken into account for the velocity reas-
signment (Section 3.2.3).

5. Conclusions

Mass conservation leads to a consistency condition for the particle position PDF, which is relevant in both
joint velocity–composition and joint composition PDF methods. In- and outflow boundary condition imple-
mentations should honor this condition. For joint velocity–composition PDF methods the convection dom-
inated inflow implementation satisfies this condition for turbulence intensities approaching zero or infinity,
whereas the outflow implementation is restricted to turbulence intensities approaching zero. In joint compo-
sition PDF methods, however, the convection dominated inflow boundary is consistent at all turbulence inten-
sity levels, which is not the case for the outflow boundary. For particle buffer-layer boundary conditions, we
have a tradeoff between layer thickness or time-step size, and consistency, which is governed by the local tur-
bulence intensity. In this paper, in- and outflow boundary implementations, which are based on moving walls
are outlined and successfully validated in different challenging numerical test cases. They cover both joint
velocity–composition and joint composition PDF methods. At inflow boundaries of joint velocity–composi-
tion PDF methods, the marginal velocity PDF can be enforced by reassigning new velocities to the reflected
particles. The presented implementations are simple and, most important, at all turbulence intensity levels
honoring mass conservation. Moderate or high turbulence intensities at boundaries coincide typically with
boundary layers that are present in simulations of, e.g., turbulent jets or mixing layers. Commonly applied
mass conservation correction algorithms may hide errors originating from inconsistent implementations.
Although only one-dimensional test cases are presented, the extension of the approach for two- or three-
dimensional configurations is straightforward.
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Appendix. Linearly varying wall velocity

Here, it is explained how to improve the moving-wall boundary condition implementation for hU jxi being
variable in the vicinity of x ¼ xb. Therefore, we first approximate the mean velocity by a linear function in x.
Consequently, the velocity of the moving wall becomes
Fig. A
the thi
uwðxÞ ¼ hU jxbi þ aðx� xbÞ; where a ¼ ohU jxi
ox

����
xb

: ðA:1Þ
As depicted in the sketch of Fig. A.1, the position of the moving wall is
.1. Particle reflection at moving-wall boundary with linearly varying wall velocity. The shaded area represents the flow domain and
ck line the moving wall.
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xwðtÞ ¼ xb þ a�1hU jxbi eaðt�t0�DtÞ � 1
	 


: ðA:2Þ
The first three terms of the Taylor expansion of xwðtÞ around t ¼ t0 þ Dt read
xwðtÞ ¼ xb þ hU jxbi ðt � t0 � DtÞ þ 1

2
aðt � t0 � DtÞ2

� �
: ðA:3Þ
The particle trajectory at the moving wall prior to the reflection is X �ðnÞ þ U �ðnÞðt � t0 � DtÞ. At the intersection
point, these two trajectories are equal and the corresponding intersection time is
tr ¼ t0 þ Dt � 1

ahU jxbi
hU jxbi � U �ðnÞ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðhU jxbi � U �ðnÞÞ2 � 2ahU jxbiðxb � X �ðnÞÞ

q� �
: ðA:4Þ
Finally, the position
xr ¼ hU jxbi�2 a�12ðhU jxbi � 2U �ðnÞÞðhU jxbi � U �ðnÞÞ


� hU jxbi � U �ðnÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðhU jxbi � U �ðnÞÞ2 � 2ahU jxbiðxb � X �ðnÞÞ

q� �

þ 2hU jxbi 3U �ðnÞ þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðhU jxbi � U �ðnÞÞ2 � 2ahU jxbiðxb � X �ðnÞÞ

q� �
ðxb � X �ðnÞÞ � hU jxbi2ð2xb � 3X �ðnÞÞ

o
ðA:5Þ
and velocity
ur ¼ 2hU jxbi þ 2
U �ðnÞ

hU jxbi
U �ðnÞ þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðhU jxbi � U �ðnÞÞ2 � 2ahU jxbiðxb � X �ðnÞÞ

q� �
� ½3U �ðnÞ þ 2aðxb � X �ðnÞÞ�

ðA:6Þ
of the reflected particle can be computed.
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